
 

 

 

Pre-Treatment Instructions 

1. ASSEMBLING the UNIT: Using the Phâro Roll-on Cartridge Heater and the Phâro  

Brazilian Express Roller Head, fit the roller head onto the cartridge and put the 

cartridge into the heater  (pushing it all the way down, setting the heater on 4.)  

 

2. HEATING:  With the heater set on 4, let the cartridge heat up for at least 30 

minutues.  You can heat it up for longer than 30 minutes as it won’t affect the gel but 

definitely not less than 30.  

TIP: When the gel is heated up or you are ready to use the Phâro Brazilian Express 

Cartridge take the cartridge out of the heater and wrap a strip around the cartridge for a 

more comfortable holding temperature.  

3. PREPPING the CARTRIDGE:  Before rolling on the skin, turn the cartridge with the 

roller head facing downward (upside down).  With an even pressure, squeeze the 

cartridge to allow the gel to begin flowing through the cartridge.  While still squeezing 

the cartridge, with an even pressure roll the roller head on the strip to start the gel 

flowing out evenly through the Phâro Brazilian Express Roller Head. 

TIP: Keep this strip handy as you will need to use it each time the cartridge is put down and 

before each time it is rolled on the skin.  

Brazilian Treatment Instructions 

1. Prep the client by dusting a light amount of Phâro Anti-Perspiration Powder over 

the brazilian area. 

 

2. You must now continue to squeeze and roll the gel (in one action) on the treatment 

area.  Treat only in small areas at a time. Each time you put the cartridge down to 

remove hair and when picked up again before you roll it on the skin ensure that you 

first squeeze and roll it out on the spare strip that you have kept aside.  

You can also use the larger roller head for the bikini and thigh area or on a man’s chest or 

back area.  Follow the same instructions as above.  It is recommended discarding the 

cartridge after each treatment if the cartridge is used for the brazilian area.  



If the treatment is going to be finished in 5-10 minutes then the cartridge will not have to be 

put back into the heater to be heated. If it is going to take longer then reheat the cartridge for 

about 3 minutes before removing the cartridge for re-use. 

NOTE: You will still need to complete the hair removal from a clients bottom cheek area with 

the spatula method. 

 

KEY POINT: Unlike the warm gel where you can simply roll the gel out on the treated area, 

when using the Brazilian Express you must squeeze the tube while rolling out the gel hence 

it will have to be taken out of the heater. Also note that the cartridge is stickered underneath 

as per the photograph distinguishing it from the warm gel cartridges.   
To watch the training video, scan  your smartphone over the         

QR code or alternatively, you can go to                                        

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B-RSGGXIGZM 
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